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U14girls first win and looking fabulous in their new jerseys

Will Fasan from Colts Black 100 Sharks games
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Presidents Letter

GO SHARKS!!

atmosphere. Past parents and players are being invited including various dignitaries and
foundation members.
If you have any memorabilia, photos or know someone from ‘back in the day’ then please
contact Ingrid Ross or Nina Foxwell (details on site under committee). I look forward to seeing
hundreds of our club membership (past and present) on the night.
Sponsor of the Round

Round 4
Hi All Sharks
What a fantastic family atmosphere that prevailed across all the Sharks teams this weekend.
It was pleasing to see so many Mum’s out and about on Sunday with their various charges.
Thank you to all the Team Managers who assured Mum received a gift from their children
after their games. Well done one and all. The support for Breast Cancer was at many different
venues this year. Again, we appreciate all those who gave on the day and a heartfelt thanks
to our volunteers for organising events at our end. It really goes to show our community is a
tightknit group of families. I’m humbled by your coordination, generosity and involvement. Keep
up the good work.

Thank you to Warran Glen Garden Centre and Café for their generous sponsorship of Mothers’
Day. Warran Glen kindly donated 42 vouchers that 2 Mums in every team won. Congratulations
Mums (for the full list of winners check out TeamApp), enjoy your time wandering the wonderful
setup and maybe enjoy a well-deserved cuppa at the conclusion of your visit. The Taylor family
look forward to saying “Hi” to all the Sharks’ family when the make a visit, so call in, open 7
days a week.
Social Media
From time to time we have had a few problems with comments made by players and parents
on social media. Please may I ask all Sharks’ members to focus on positive comments via this
platform? On our website under ‘Club Policies’ you will find policy regarding ‘Social Media’,
‘Bullying’ etc.

The YJFL Grading for 2019 has now reached its conclusion. We will know the positioning
of teams that have made a request to change divisions within the next 24 hours. Once this
knowledge is at hand we shall inform all team managers to pass on to their respective teams.

Anyone suspected of engaging in unacceptable use of these outlets can and will be dealt with
by the Club and the YJFL. Our committee encourages everyone to enjoy the junior sport that
their children are involved in.

Congratulations to the teams who have performed well during this process. Also,
congratulations to the teams who have tried hard but have been outclassed due to being in
the wrong division. Your commitment to compete each week and play for your teammates is
exemplary. Your coaches have tried their best and look forward to a more balanced season
ahead.

Queen’s Birthday

The YJFL follow their policies and agendas during this period and it’s always difficult when
there are blowouts in scores. Ah by golly I’m glad grading is now complete and we look
forward to a more competitive season ahead.
Sometimes football reflects life in teaching us various lessons and how we, as a collective, deal
with them even if not fully understanding why? Loyalty to team mates, allowing ‘process’ to play
out, being able to communicate clearly and trusting are just a few. At the end of the day, we
play sport to increase our skills, create fellowship and enjoy a win when we can.
Bring on Season 2019 in its true format and may all of our players enjoy being on the park each
week representing the Sharks Junior Football Club.
50 YEAR GALA DINNER
Celebrating 50 years strong. Come on Mums and Dads, we can only do this night once. It’s
taken fifty years in the making, and WOW it’s going to be a night to remember. Saturday the
15th June 2019 will be spoken about for years to come. You’ll be embarrassed to say ‘Ohh,
Ahh, sorry I wasn’t there”. So come one, come all as there will be something for everyone on
the night. For the low price of $120 per ticket, we are providing everything. Food, wine, beer,
soft drink entertainment, special MC, raffles, silent auctions, and memorabilia, the list goes
on. Not to mention the outstanding opportunity to catch up with the other Sharks in a relaxed
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Please note that on Sunday 9th June there will be no games scheduled. PARENTS please
enjoy a sleep in. SHARKS PLAYERS what a great opportunity to help out around the home.
Remember Mum and/or Dad transport you to training and matches each week, remind you
if you’ve got everything, and have jumpers and shorts clean to wear. So as a thank you, all
players could maybe just do a bit more to help out – from washing dishes, to vacuuming , to
cleaning up their room – oh the list goes on!! The following weekend (16th) all is as per normal.
This Round we celebrate “The Big Freeze” for MND.
Burger Night Sunday 2nd June – Bendigo Bank Buddies Night
The next burger night (only 3 for the year) is the Colts/U8’s & U9’s Bendigo Bank Buddies
Night. They will all be hosting the night and cooking for us all. So, just giving everyone a heads
up on the date and parties involved. Look forward to seeing you all there.
Summary
Looking forward to Round 6 for our juniors. If at any stage you have any queries then please
don’t hesitate to contact myself. Go Sharks!!!
Ritchie Appleby - President of the Sharks
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club.
0408 367 444
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Round 4
Shark Attack
Season Dates to Remember

Mothers Day
The sun shone, the rain stayed away and
there were many happy faces last sunday

19 May

Round 5

U8 round robin

26 May

Round 6

U9 round robin and National Volunteers Week round sponsored
by Blue Dog Café

2 Jun

Round 7

Burger Night (U8, U9 and Colts)

We hope all our Sharks Mums had a very
happy mother’s day and that you found some
‘me time’ amongst the footy.
Thank you to wider club for your donations
towards breast cancer. Once all monies are
collected we’ll advise the total.

9 Jun

Queens Birthday Weekend

15 Jun

50th Year Gala Dinner. Manningham Function Centre
(U12 and U14)

Congratulations to the winners of the
Warran Glen vouchers. Warran Glen are a
fabulous supporter of the club and we hope
these winners can go and spoil themselves.
Vouchers will be forth coming over the next
week.

Team Photos (Fri 21st and Sun 23rd)

U8 - Lesia Natsis and Alison Laurence

30 Jun

School holidays

U9B - Elaine Genever and Jane Hattwich

7 Jul

School Holidays

16 Jun

Round 8

23 Jun

Round 9

U9R - Melissa Gadd and Jessikah
Armistead

14 Jul

Round 10

U10B - Elise Phelan and Katrina Rowe

21 Jul

Round 11

U10R - Christine Robinson and Trudi
Nicholls

28 Jul

Round 12

U11B - Anita Dahmen and Naomi Elliott

Colts R - Teresa Hickey and Mel Newton

4 Aug

Round 13

U11R - Ingrid Ross and Jade Eastwood

U12 girls - Micaelia Doolan and Megan
McInerney

11 Aug

Round 14

18 Aug

Semi Finals

U13B - Melody Mackay and Rosa King

25 Aug

Prelim
Finals

U13R - Kim Oakes and Cheyne Di Conza

1 Sep

Grand
Finals

U14R - Alex Lee and Jess Rees

15 Sep

THE SHARK ATTACK

U10 Lightening Premiership/Burger Night (U10, Colts, U16 girls)

U12B - Belinda McDiarmid and Wing Mo

U13 girls - Kellie Osborne and Catleya
Pertiwi

U12R - Cathy Allan and Lily De Maria

U14 girls - Catherine Inifer and Kim
Beckwith
U16 girls B - Sam Hutchinson and Barb
Fitt-Murray

U14B - Kara Briggs and Andrea D’Alberto

U16 girls R - Melissa Harrap and Kate
Karamitos

U15 - Jill Duffy and Marisa Smeed
Presentation Day

Colts B - Chris Hardacre and Jessica
Kouteris
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UNDER 8 RED: Coached by: Ben Laurence
Surname

Name

Mitchell

Luke

Magnus

Anderson

Cruz

Milton

Flynn

Cox

Joshua

Natsis

Gabriel

De Rooden

Elijah

Radle

Lachlan

Forcadell

Gabriel

Torner

Harrison

Gniel

Alfie

Woollard

Mason

James

Edward

Worthington

Heath

Kinski

Sebastian

Webb

Tyler

Laurence

Thomas

Appleby

Kaiden

Jumper

Jumper

Name

Hattwich

Archie

Cahill

James

Hine

Miller

Di Battista

Marcus

Marsh

Hugh

Doolan

Anthony

Newman

Luke

Genever

Ethan

Rigall

Sidney

Giosserano

Alex

Sonderhof

Taylor

Hartley

Jackson

Zosel

Ezra

With all players turning up despite the chilly conditions the game got off to a hot start.

The boys are starting to play more as a cohesive team and are sharing the ball around and
looking out for each other which is one of our team rules. It was a greasy night and I was
happy to see all the boys trying their best to get to the contest first. Also the boys are working
on pushing back of the mark and kick long. Super effort team!

We saw some really encouraging signs with a big focus on groundballs, tackling and sharing
the ball – the boys really stood up.
Some really strong performances throughout the night with Miller Hine showing some great
promise down back and even pushed forward for some handy points later in the game.
With an increased focus on groundballs we saw some great improvement from a number of our
players. James Cahill was hunting the ball on the ground early, some real solid contested balls
from Marcus Di Battista and Anthony Doolan throughout the game. Rhys Blackshaw was able
to go in and win his own ball winning an important free kick late in the game for a shot on goal.

Your Local
Volkswagen Dealer

Sydney Rigall sharing the ball with two terrific handballs, Ethan Genever continued with some
of his trademark tackling and Alex Giosserano (Rancey) again with some solid goal saving
efforts down back.
AN
OB

RD

RINGWOOD
BYPASS

Luke Newman came to life late in the game despite feeling the cold, Taylor Sonderhof with
some terrific defensive pressure/ chasing in defence. Archie Hatchwich copped a couple of big
knocks but continued to go in hunting the ball and looking to use his speed to break away – he
isn’t far away from breaking a game open.
M
AR
O

Ringwood Volkswagen

LINK
EAST

Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
481 Maroondah Hwy, Ringwood, VIC 03 8873 6666
ringwoodvw.com.au | LMCT11064
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Surname

Rhys

In a Friday Night blockbuster on the big stage under lights we played another showdown
against the U9 Red team. More importantly, ensuring all mothers got a sleep in on Sunday
morning for Mother’s Day

Mother’s Day weekend round pushed our match to a Friday night game, under lights. The boys
were extremely excited with this concept. As the opposition only had half a team we needed to
help fill the gaps with the opposition.
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Sharks Black v Sharks Red

Under 8 Red

Contact:
Jason Ehlert
General Manager

Surname
Blackshaw

Y

Allen

Jumper

H
W

Name

N
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H

Surname

O

Jumper

UNDER 9 BLACK: Coached by: Blair Hartley
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Hugh Marsh, Ezra Zosel and Jackson Hartley all showed promise throughout the night all
showed some promising signs through the midfield – particularly in the third quarter when we
controlled a lot of the play but unfortunately were not able to capitalise on the scoreboard.

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

The game was tough but was played in great spirit – it was great to see the boys all get
together and sing the song together after the game again.
Overall, the boys showed great improvement on the previous week and we are all looking
forward to our home clash on the weekend against Warrandyte!
Go Sharks!

UNDER 9 RED: Coached by: Chris McGinty
Jumper

Surname

Name

Buchanan
Caltieri

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jackson

Mijat

Jasper

Sam

Myers

Cohen

Gadd

Jackson

Saunders

Darcy

Hume

Harrison

Waterson - Chappell

Harry

Kilworth

Lenny

Whitelock

Charles

McGinty

Charlie

Wilson

Harry

Mcleod

Maxi

Webb

Noah

Red Vs Black
On Friday night, we played our traditional Mother’s Day match against the other Sharks Under
9 team at Domeney Reserve. We pay our respects each year to all our wonderful mothers and
the amazing sacrifice they give for us to do the things we do. The boys all wore pink arm bands
to show strength, resilience and solidarity towards Mother’s Day and against breast cancer
awareness. We had a wonderful showing of parents for the occasion.
Before the bounce, all the boys were excited to play “FRIDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL” under
lights. As the first bounce went up the roar from the crowd was to be heard to be believed. The
boys all went in hard for the ball and started strong with some fancy ball movement and quick
run. Lenny ‘The Flash’ Kilworth was at his best with his lightning sprints through the middle
to deliver the ball truely to his fellow teammates. Harry Hume and Jackson Gadd provided
amazing small forward targets and some la di da footwork to get the goals ticking over.
Throughout the game the crunching tackles were heard from Darcy Saunders, Charlie McGinty
and Maxi McLeod. When they were hit, they stayed hit that’s for sure. Missing a few players
from the team this week, it was a great opportunity for young gun Charlie Whitlock to show
his prowess and that he did. From laying tackles to taking marks and providing great pressure
in his zone, he played exceptionally well. Noah Webb, London Masters and Cohen Myers
showed dash and character as they held up the defensive end throughout the game and made
it extremely hard for our opponents to score or even enter their forward line. The defensive
pressure was immense, with mistakes and frustration showing on the other team. With the
classy side taking complete control over the game, the likes of Harry Wilson and Sam Caltieri
shon through. A huge highlight of the game was a forward pocket snap from Caltieri which
would rival a goal of the year from Eddie Betts!!! All in all the boys played with poise and great
professionalism. They played the team game and backed their mates which is perfect to see so
early on in their years.
THE SHARK ATTACK
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the bike doesn’t go forward, our attitude determines if we are going to take on the challenge
and jump on that bike and our effort determines how fast we are going to get up that hill.

U10 RED
PONRPJFC
Parents Supporting Kids

ITS UP TO YOU.
Well the boys decided to jump on that bike and pedal as hard as they could, we started to get
to the ball first, tackle hard chase hard, put pressure on the opposition. We started to look for
each other link up and play like a team.

UNDER 10 RED: Coached by: Damien Noonan
Jumper

Surname

Name

Davis

Jumper

Surname

Name

Elliot

Nicholls

Benjamin

Duffy

Patrick

Noonan

Darcy

Fortington

James

Noonan

Xavier

Hales

Angus John

Prest

Joshua

Hales

Benjamin Alan

Radle

Ryan

Inglese

Will

Robertson

Thomas

James

Henry

Wachter

Kai

Lanza

Oliver

Walsh

Liam

Nicholls

Julian

Robinson

Henry

Park Orchards 6-4-40 def Hawthorn Citizens Berglin 5-6-36
A day to celebrate all the wonderful ladies in our life and a chance to raise some funds for a
wonderful cause.
Slightly overcast and little breeze set the scene for what would turn out to be an epic contest at
the home of the Citz.
Robbo tossed the coin today in his 4th game for the mighty sharks, kicking up a slight hill an
into the slight breeze.
We needed a solid start to the game, unfortunately we had the complete opposite. Our effort
was not at its best during the first qtr and it showed with Citzs applying a huge amount of
pressure. Our defence was under the pump and or midfield outgunned. The expectation that
our teammate would win the ball and send it forward was evident, we didn’t get back and help
our teammates and no matter how hard our defenders tried they where just out numbered.
Qtr time felt like an eternity away, the coaching panel hoped the boys could hold firm and limit
the damage.
Sharks boys came in a little quiet and wondering what was going on.
It was fairly simple, boys you are in a battle, only you can provide the effort and your attitude
determines the effort. We spoke about a bike at the bottom of a hill, the cogs make the wheels
go around, cogs are all different sizes but all as important as the next, bit if one doesn’t work
THE SHARK ATTACK
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The boys hit the score board early and was crucial to give them that bit more energy and
belief, that nourishment like Cadel Evans riding up the Alpe D’huez yearning to put on the
yellow jersey. Mentally we switched on, held position, our defenders shut down their forwards,
although Citz did work just as hard but the difference was we decided to chase, run back and
help the defenders. We took the game on, used the ball looking for each other and started to
make smart decisions, our pace on the wings as our outlet from defence started to cut the Citz
boy apart. If not for a couple unlucky bounces and some desperation by Citz the sharks could
have been in front at half time but found themselves just 4 points behind.
The crowd was anxious for the 2nd half to begin as this was clearly going to go down to the
wire with both teams playing some fantastic footy. The boys set themselves for the second half,
working into a slight breeze and uphill they couldn’t let Citz get the first and gain momentum.
Again the sharks started the qtr well and ran and chased and tackled and threw themselves at
everything. CItzs found it difficult to get free.
Ollie took some great marks on the last line of defence, Ben N, Prest and Darcy started to
control the air but when needing some smart footy and to kick the ball out wide we instead
tried to play threw the middle to early and turned it over at true centre half back trying to hit one
of our key overhead marks, they were outnumbered and against a strong opposition had the
potential to make us pay. Our leg speed got us out of trouble a few times and with Xavier, and
Patty providing the pace threw the midfield and across half back we took them on and ran them
off their legs at times.
Elliot got us away and we took the lead, Xavier swooped on a ball at the fifty put the peddle
down ran straight around one straightening up and kicked a super important goal. The 3rd qtr
proved to be the match winner with the sharks kicking the only 2 goals at that end for the day.
Citz fought back and kicked one of their own as a couple of their prime movers started to lift.
Again our effort was super and our tackling and pressure first class as the boys held Citz to 1
goal for the qtr.
Scores tied going into the last and the boys had the bit between their teeth, legs burning as
they pushed on towards the summit, one last EFFORT it was no time to stop and look at the
scenery but to click the bike up a gear and strive to push that bike over the top. Could they do
it, did they have enough to go again. The last qtr was an absolute blur, one rider trying to push
the other into the red zone only for them to fight back and counter punch back the other way.
The sharks looked like they had it won when Ben kicked a goal to put the sharks in front and
it looked like they were about to kick another but Citz fought back, the game came down the
final few minutes with the sharks just out in front rounding the last corner to see the finish line
and the Citz boys in hot pursuit. Desperation and tackling we would win the ball, quickly move
it down the other end where Citz would work just hard to get it back. Citz scoring a point to only
make it a 5 point lead. The sharks tried to clear the ball but Citz had another chance with a
long ball over the top of the pack, our boys chased it down with legs feeling like lead and only
meters to go to cross that line. Again clearing from a behind but Citz kick it back to the top of
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the square, Xavier launched and clunked a crucial mark and kicked long out of defence. The
boys held firm and got control of the ball and with a succession of pinpoint kicks worked it down
the wing where the siren sounded and the shark victorious.
With arms raised the had overcome that mountain, their effort and attitude the driving force to
cross the line first.
Both teams played a great game and it could have gone either way, all boys out on the ground
should be congratulated for their fierce determination but most of all their sportsmanship.
Positive Play-Prest good hands in tight, Liam tackling pressure.
Did Well-Not a great deal in the first,
Do Better-Play in front, Pick up our player, top spectating and get in and get it, pushing back to
help the defence
½ Time PO 3-4-22 to Citz 4-2-26
Positive Play- Darcy good forward pressure, with a great pass on his left to Ryan in the square
for a goal, Ryan contesting up forward, Great Mark by Elliot who knew he was to far out
unselfishly kicked to Prest for a goal. Xavier tackling their best player twice in 30 seconds to
stop their attack, Indie playing in front marking in defence moved it quickly that resulted in the
boys moving down the ground for a goal
Did Well- Tackle, Pressure, Attacking the ball, EFFORT EFFORT EFFORT

Ben N -Rucked for the 2nd half, didn’t get much time up forward but drifted forward when
needed and kicked the only goal in the last. Was great presenting all the time. Crucial in the
dying minutes.

James - Broke out of the pack and burned them off in the last to drive the ball long forward to
Henry, presenting out of the square. Effort picked up after the first and contributed well
Henry -Started to change our momentum in the second, getting to Prest out of the ruck,
Needed a stay at home forward during the second half to provided an option deep, did a great
job keeping it in when outnumbered.
Robbo - Captained with distinction, strong across half forward and half back, took them on
when out numbered across centre wing, and was a great option leading up and attacking the
ball.
Duffy -Another great game, he along with Xavier provided the run to break the lines, played the
wing superbly as our outlet and took them on, kicked long and followed up again and again
Darcy -Such a competitor, running around with a sore leg and only kicking on his left foot. Was
desperate to get into the midfield, his pressure and tackling was super, came off after being
slung to the round but got straight back out and set himself up in defence to help stop citz late

Do Better- Keep working in front, Hold position build the wall
¾ Time PO 5-4-36 to Citz 5-4-36
Positive Play- Ryan Pack Mark clunking one over head, BHales pressure and tackling, Will &
Robbo great shepherds. Ollie marking in defence and holding firm. Prest desperation to get
to a contest and punch it 15 meters away and over the line. Robbo presenting across half
forward.
Did Well-Tackling, desire to help out our teammate
Do Better- Don’t kick to the danger zones when under pressure go wide in defence
Final PO 6-4-40 to Citz 5-6-36
Positive Play- Patty 2 bounces and running the ball, followed up with a great tackle, Ben Great
tackle to help save the game

Ollie - What a defensive display of intercept over head marking, when out numbered kept at it
on the deck to never be beaten, was huge in the third stopping Citz many times
Ben Hales -When you hear the boys just yelling Hales, Hales all the time you know Ben and
Angus are just going at it all the time. Ben was great after quarter time, his tackle pressure and
willingness to keep at it and never give up was key in turning the game in our favour
Angus Hales -Likewise Angus was also instrumental especially during the third quarter work
with Ollie to keep Citz to only one goal.
Will -Still Feeling the effects of the flu Will fought hard all day, got himself into the game, laid
the perfect shepherd to allow Xavier space to get free. Copped a kick to the hand but didn’t
want to let his mates down and got straight back out there. Fantastic effort
Liam - Spent most of the day in the midfield, and the second half on the wing providing the run
we needed, fantastic tackling in the first quarter limited the damage to the sore board

Did Well-EFFORT just kept going, everyone did something important
Do Better-Make sure we have the chain on that bike ready to go
Goals: 1 Ollie, Prest, Ryan, Elliot, Xavier, B Nicholls
Best: Xavier, Josh, Elliot, Ryan , Ben N, Indiana, James, Duffy, Darcy, Ollie, Robbo,
Xavier -Cracking game was in everything and significant in the final result, super mark in the
last, tackled, pace was a real asset today. Top game was on all day.
Josh -Just willed himself to every contest, told his dad he worked will with Xavier today, I get it
and give it to Xavier and he runs…not a bad plan. Crucial across half back in the third.
12

Ryan -Doing some great stuff growing in confidence, Kicked a goal and dangerous up forward,
what a super grab strong overhead mark.

Indiana -Played mostly across half back, always plays in front, crucial mark, moved it quickly to
Ben over to Duffy running bounces and we kicked a goal, all started with Indi in defence.

¼ Time PO 0-0-0 to Citz 4-2-26

THE SHARK ATTACK

Elliot - got to position and read it well to mark in front, to far out and did the team thing and
looked for a teammate and didn’t try to go himself
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Thomas - Played deep defence on one of their bigger boys and was up to the challenge.
Occasionally getting sucked up the ground but made sure he had his man covered.
Desperation in the last qtr helped the boys bring home the bacon
Julian - A fierce competitor, provided to be significant in the third with forward pressure on the
high side of the ground, out numbered he kept at it until his teammates could arrive, then in
traffic be able to get onto his left and drive it back in.
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UNDER 10 BLACK: Coached by: Chris Lynch
Jumper

Surname

Name

Surname

Name

Baker

Coby

Jumper

Rowe

Archie

Cronin

Patrick

Troani

Joel

Daley

Lucas

Wilson

Charlie

Georgostathis

Max

Blackshaw

Aaron

Kupinic

Alexander

Blackshaw

Beau

Lynch

Hudson

Noble

Cameron

Ottens

Jack

Weeks

Hunter

Phelan

Luca

Muzeen

Cormac

Prichard

Casey

Moore

Michael

Ross

Arlo

It was a family affair at Domeney on Sunday. Ollie Clifford, who is a past player with the club,
is now one of our Club U10 supplementary umpires along with being a league field umpire.
Dad Simon umpires with him while sister Macey has taken up boundary umpiring. All 3
umpired our U13 Red team together. So fabulous to see local faces umpiring our Sharks
teams!!

Sharks (15) def by Parade/St Damians (31)

Do you have your
membership?

Another beautiful morning for footy albeit a tad early for Mother’s Day. The first half was evenly
poised with the boys sticking to a basic game plan which keep us in it. A great snap goal from
Coby has scores level at the half time break.
The third quarter was even again with the boys battling against the breeze. The final quarter
saw us slip into some bad habits and undisciplined football. Arlo had a fabulous game putting
lots or pressure on in defence. Jack played his best game so far taking some great marks. Cam
and Coby were instrumental in getting into packs and moving the ball forward. Archie was a
solid contributor and Joel played a great game in the centre. Fingers crossed a win is around
the corner.

5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

Awards:
•
•
•
•

Patrick - captains award
Coby
Jack
Archie
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Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch
Warrandyte Community Bank® Branch

Your best interests
Your
best
interests
at heart.
at heart.

4.16
4.16

UNDER 11 RED: Coached by: Daniel Bullen
Jumper

Standard Comparison Rate*

Connect Package
Home Loan^
Connect Package
Home Loan^

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

Standard Comparison Rate*

If your bank isn’t doing the right thing by you, change to one
you
canbank
feel isn’t
better
about.
If your
doing
the right thing by you, change to one
Our can
Branch
Cheryl Meikle and Mobile Banker
you
feelManager
better about.
Adrian
YongManager
are available
to Meikle
meet you
Our Branch
Cheryl
and Mobile Banker
7
days
a
week.
Drop
into
144
Yarra
Adrian Yong are available to meet you
St,
Warrandyte
phone
7 days
a week. orDrop
into9844
144 2233
Yarra to
find
out more. or phone 9844 2233 to
St, Warrandyte

Surname

Name

Jumper

Surname

Name

Antonellos

Zac

McGowan

James

Arifovic

Keegan

McIntyre

Justin David

Brown

Indy

Nash

Charlie

Bullen

Fynn

Nielsen

Daniel

Daley

Joshua

Paciocco

Luke

Della Gatta

Oscar

Riggall

Jonah

Eastwood

Campbell

Ross

Logan

Farrell

Nate

Shamloo

Liam

Halls

Harry
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Sharks 9.10.64 def Fitzroy 1.1.07
QUARTER 1: SHARKS 3.4.22 FITZROY 0.0.00
Mother’s Day saw the Sharks U11 Red travel down the freeway to take on the Fitzroy 2 side
at the picturesque Ramsden Reserve. After a relaxed warmup, the boys did their mum’s
proud with a super first quarter. The quartet of Logan Hamilton in the ruck, and Logan Ross,
Zac Antonellos and Cash Kinnear roving set the tone as the Sharks dominated the term and
skipped out to a handy early lead.
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The boys set themselves to be just as relentless at the footy as they had been in the first term
but found a Fitzroy team with a similar mindset. It was a fierce contest for the quarter with
plenty of solid tackles. While Fitzroy managed to score twice, the Sharks countered with Justin
McIntyre playing a great first half, and Campbell Eastwood’s attack on the footy in the forward
line rewarded with a free kick that resulted in a goal.
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QUARTER 3: SHARKS 7.9.51 FITZROY 1.1.07
After refuelling with oranges and snakes, and the mandatory warm up from the Coach, the
Sharks hit the ground running in the third quarter. Josh Daley and Logan Sonderhof controlled
the defence as our key backs while Harry Halls and Isaiah Thomas dominated the wings to
ensure the quarter was played in our forward half. Our forwards worked together brilliantly, with
Logan Ross finding James McGowan twice to increase the lead.
QUARTER 4: SHARKS 9.10.64 FITZROY 1.1.07
Kicking into the wind, the Sharks defended superbly from the half back line with Keegan
Arifovic, Charlie Nash, Liam Shamloo and Luke Paciocco spring-boarding our attack. Fynn
Bullen and Daniel Nielsen continued their good games with clean disposal, while Daniel
Williamson, Eamon McDonald, Indy Brown and Nate Farrell provided marking options as we
moved the ball forward.
A big thanks to all the Mums. We hope you all had a great day. Special thanks to Meaghan
Kinnear for the oranges and snakes, to Dan Sonderhof for being TM and the Mums’ chocolates,
to Scott Williamson as our match day photographer and to Austin Wallace and his family who
made the effort to travel to the match and cheer the boys on again. We hope you’ll be “back in
black” soon Austin!
With grading complete, we look forward to seeing what the rest of the season has in-store.
Goal Kickers: James McGowan 3, Logan Ross 3, Campbell Eastwood 1,
Zac Antonellos 1, Cash Kinnear 1

The midfield group receive last minute instructions
from assistant coach Ben Kinnear

James McGowan celebrates a goal with
Josh Daley and Indy Brown

Game Day Captains: Zac Antonellos & Logan Ross
Encouragement Awards: Zac Antonellos & Cash Kinnear

Cash Kinnear gets a clearing kick ahead of his
opponent.

THE SHARK ATTACK

Zac Antonellos climbs high
over the pack to take a
screamer

Logan Ross provided plenty of run from the
midfield and half forward line.
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Free Assessment Night
www.bouncehealth.com.au

UNDER 11 BLACK: Coached by: Brad Motteram
Monday nights at a Bounce Clinic
For Bounce Sponsored Groups
Come and get a diagnosis and plan
of action from a sports physiotherapist
Just turn up and we will do the rest

6–7pm

Jumper

EVERY MONDAY
5–10min FREE
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& CHECK
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Park Orchards 0.0.0 def by Glen Iris 11.11.77
Qtr 1:
Round 4 was played in Glen Iris in mild conditions on ‘Mother’s Day’. Captains Tom B and
Floyd led the team out, and not dissimilar to last week, the first quarter was very tight with great
intent, effort and disciplined accountability from all ‘Sharks’ players. Lachie battled tirelessly in
the ruck, and was well supported by captain Floyd, Jack and Zane in the midfield, and warriors
Alby and Gabe who continuously ‘crash in’, attack the ball hard and always put their head over
the footy. Danny presented well at full forward, and the backline led by Ned, Jonah and captain
Tom B, and well supported by Will L, Will F and Riley was solid and accountable for the entire
quarter and only conceded 1 goal.

If you would like to speak to a
physiotherapist please call us on
1300 855 442, or for more information
please visit www.bouncehealth.com.au
BLACKBURN
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Qtr 2:
 facebook.com/bouncehealth  @bouncehealth
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The pressure, effort, discipline and accountability continued throughout the entire 2nd quarter.
Zane provided excellent run off half back, Granger’s tackling and smothering was a real
feature, while Harvey and Will F competed hard on their respective wings. Lachie played
another great and gutsy quarter in the ruck, and was well supported by captain and tackling
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machine Tom B, Christian and Riley in the midfield. The backline led by Ned (Mr Reliable),
Gabe, Alby and Will T continued to apply great pressure, and with important support from the
midfield, did a sensational job to hold the opposition goalless in the quarter.
Qtr 3:
Whilst good effort continued in the 3rd quarter, accountability and discipline throughout the
midfield and backline fell away, enabling Glen Iris to break the shackles and kick 4 unanswered
goals. Notwithstanding, there were still some noble efforts in the quarter, with Tom E (centre),
Isaac (ruck rover) and Josh B (CHB) getting busy and involved, and all having their best
quarter for the game. Alby continued to lead the way with great endeavour and savage tacking,
whilst Zane and Christian were very productive off half back.
Qtr 4:
Despite a great first half, this was shaping as another character building game for the boys.
Whilst the flood gates opened in the last quarter, the Sharks players kept giving good effort (for
the most part). Q4 highlights came from captain Tom B who laid numerous tackles at half back,
Gabe who continued to attack every contest and battle hard at full back, Beau and Noah who
worked hard on their respective wings, and Felix and Kai who both worked extremely hard as
ruck and ruck rover respectively. Jonah capped off a great game with strong marking, beautiful
long kicking and tackling in defence. All in all, a tough day out. Heads up boys, we’ll lick our
wounds and come back stronger next week.

SCREENHOUSE
SCREEN

PRINTING

9359 4077

UNDER 12 RED: Coached by: Rob Sette
Jumper
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Jack

Park Orchards 16.3.105 def Fitzroy 4.1.25
Last grading game for the season, last 2 weeks have been positive so we wanted to keep the
momentum up and finish off the grading strong.
Boys started in blistering form slamming down 6 goals to nil in the 1st quarter with no wind
advantage. Special mention to Lachie A on his 50th game for the sharks and was in everything
early. Felix looking dangerous early sharing the ball around in the forward line to Henry, Max
and Will all chimed in with majors.
Second ¼ was similar to the first for the first part putting on another 3 in succession with
Felix and Jayden in everything. The boys slackened off ½ way through and fell away with the
opposition kicking 3 straight to go in at halftime with some momentum. If it wasn’t for some
great defensive work by Lachie D and Jacob B they may have closed the gap further.
Coaches where a little disappointed with the last 10 mins and addressed the boys with some
criticism of there selfish play and lack of structure which was demonstrated on the scoreboard.
We wanted to make a statement after half time and that we did. Multiple goals to Felix,
Campbell in a new role up forward and Austin was very pleasing, and the boys rose to the top.
We finished the final ¼ strongly and ran out 80 point victors which was a very pleasing result.
All round great team game with special mentions to Mason, Archie and Lucas H for great team
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efforts and well done to Lachie A for a spirited team game in your 50th for the sharks.

SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM

Happy mother’s day to all our mums, we love your involvement and encouragement of our boys
and was great to see you all sing the song with gusto with the boys.
Go Sharks
Captain: Lachie A
Best players: Mason, Austin, Felix, Campbell, Lucas HB, Max, Archie, Henry,
Goal Kickers: Felix 4, Max 3, Henry 3, Austin 3, Will, Mason, Lucas N, Campbell

UNDER 12 BLACK: Coached by: Michael James
Jumper
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Zac

Park Orchards (H) 3. 4. 22 Def by Richmond 8. 7. 55
Apologises from the coach. Much spare time went into
the below Sharks history. Report back on next week.

Sharks History
The Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club was formed in 1991, as a
result of a merger between Park Orchards and North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Clubs.
The first president of the newly formed club was Mr. M. Cahill, who was also the last president
of the NRPJFC. Prior to the merger, Park Orchards had established a 23 year history,
led initially by its first president, Mr. J.O’Brien in 1969. In those 23 years, Park Orchards
accumulated 8 premierships, and called Domeney Reserve home.

U12Red who sang the song after their win with their mums

North Ringwood Parish JFC was established in 1984 and its first president, Fr K. Mogg
presided over the club for 7 of its 8 year history. In those 8 years, the club won one premiership
in 1988. The NRPJFC utilized Colman Park as its home venue.
Between the two original clubs and the merged entity, more than 300 players have played 100
or more games, and more than 30 players having also reached the very significant milestone of
150 games.
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The Sharks have won 27 premierships since forming in 1991, including a League record 5
premierships in 2004, and continue to be one of the larger clubs in the competition, fielding
21 teams, including 5 girls teams and registering over 400 players in 2019. There are, in total,
48 Life Members – people who have donated vast amounts of time and effort into providing
a wonderful football and family environment for the children of the Park Orchards and North
Ringwood areas.
The Sharks have relinquished tenancy at Colman Park and for many seasons solely used
Domeney Reserve and the wonderful facilities there as its home venue. As we approached
the new century, the Club identified that considerable benefits could be gained by having
its own Auskick program, as these skilled-based clinics had proved to be successful player
development links at several neighboring clubs.
In 2001, our Sharks AFL Auskick program was launched and based at Stintons Reserve. In
its 18 years of operation, Park Orchards Auskick has become an award winning Auskick in
the Eastern Region. The growth in Teams and player numbers as a result of the successful
Auskick program required the use of a second home ground, and in 2004 matches commenced
being played at Stintons Reserve. In 2005, the Club took another significant step in securing its
future with the installation of floodlighting at Stintons, providing the Sharks with 2 fully equipped
training and playing venues.
The Sharks have a proud history and a promising future. Be a part of it, and enjoy the
experience. Go Sharks!!

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

UNDER 13 RED: Coached by: Adam Kenny
Jumper
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Park Orchards Red 1.2.8 def by Glen Iris 14.9.93
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After a fairly comprehensive loss last week, during training we had focussed on positivity, how
to start effectively, and pressure.

FREE

We felt well-ready to take on the challenge of playing the top team…..and on match day, were
in a most positive and determined frame of mind.
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The first quarter saw Glen Iris kick three quick goals, and from then on, we simply couldn’t
match their structure, work rate and skill level.
Flynn Hutchinson and Andrew Holt were, as always, winning every contest and repelling the
continued attacks.
Josh G and Ollie were throwing themselves into every contest and doing everything possible to
move the ball forward, while Josh S went onto the ball and proved to be a strong and influential
leader.
Jake G, Sammy and Dan A took on the challenge of shutting down the rampaging opposition
midfield, and gave their all.
At half time, there was a sense of shell shock in the rooms.
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This provided us with another excellent challenge and learning opportunity. We could either
throw the towel in, or re-set.

LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

Our energy in the third quarter was positive, but we just could not score, while Glen Iris
managed to slot through goals from all angles.
Gabe’s goal in the last quarter reflected class and skill and was one of the few highlights of the
game.
Post-game, we kept everything in perspective…we have a lot to work upon, we have structures
to learn, and we are going to be challenged…but we are a very good team, and we can and will
improve….and we will keep positive and keep believing in one another.
Goal kickers: Gabe 1

UNDER 13 BLACK: Coached by: Justin Cahill
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Park Orchards 5.3.33 def by Camberwell 11.10.76
This week it was Sharks v Sharks as we took on the Camberwell Sharks. It was a bit like that
Seinfeld episode where Jerry, George, Kramer & Elaine meet their opposites in a ‘bizarro world’
event. Suffice to say the Sharks would win, sadly it was the wrong Sharks.
This week we celebrated Kye ‘Killer’ Bertram’s 50th game and welcomed back Adam Blake
from injury, in addition to celebrating Mother’s Day. Thanks also to Kevin for stepping in as TM
whilst Rathika was away.
Kye won the toss and we had a good first quarter. The boys were switched on and attacked
through the corridor and we where on the board early with some great Team play off half back
resulting in some clean ball movement for Oscar ‘Ozzie’ Bugler to slot one through in the first
few minutes. We let the Bizarro Sharks into the game with some loose defence allowing them
to have 11 shots on goal, thankfully they did not kick straight and at qtr time we were still in the
game.
2nd quarter was not our best. We were loose around the ground and we did not lower our eyes
when we had the ball, as we turned the ball over a number of times in the midfield which put a
lot of pressure on our back line.
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Nathan - ‘The Weapon’ was a stand out. Held down full back for 3 quarters and was under
siege. Took a lot of marks and stopped at least 4 goals, frustrating the Bizarro Sharks. Needed
a rest so we put him on the ball in the last quarter and he led the way. Used his body well and
kicked long to generate a few inside 40’s for us.

After a bit of a pep talk at half time and some movements of magnets on the white board the
boys responded. The boys came out breathing fire and showed us what they can do when
they put their mind to it. Adamo ‘The Bowling Ball’ Vigo got free and snapped a nice goal as we
slowly started to get on top around the ground. The Bizarro Sharks did not seem as dominant
as we headed into 3 qtr time.

Bailey - Continued his great start to the season. Was hard at the footy when he was on the
ball and played a great role at half forward in the last to lock the ball in our forward line. Had a
hand in the 3 goals we scored in the last quarter.

4th qtr we won hands down. Everyone stood up and played their role and we functioned much
better as a Team. The intensity lifted, tackles started to stick, bumps were laid and the boys
used their bodies to protect the ball. Our turnovers dried up and we really owned the corridor.
We won the centre clearances and piled on 3 goals to zip in the final term. The ‘Bowling Ball’
snapped another and after being thrown on the ball in the last qtr Layne kicked 2 nice goals.
There was a bit of Kevin Bartlett about the goals and post goal celebrations, so Layne is now
known as KB.

Layne - ‘KB’ Started on the HFF and played well, was a great link up player through the
ground. Threw him on the ball in the last and he really stepped up. Laid a few tackles, was on
the bottom of packs and got forward to kick 2 nice goals. Was great to watch.
Adamo - ‘The Bowling Ball’ started in the back line and kept his player honest in the first
half. Got off the chain in the second half when thrown forward and snapped 2 great goals.
You know it’s a topsy turvey world when Donald Trump is president ‘of the free world’ and our
unstoppable full back from last year is leading the goal kicking.

Some notable mentions:
Ben - ‘Jacko’ played another strong game. A great 1st half at CHB, he’s really made it his
position the last few weeks. Strong over the ball he challenged the other Teams talls and really
set the tone for our boys around physicality for the ball - top stuff. Started our scoring with a
clever handball receive to get the ball out of our back line.

Sam - ‘Spider’ played most of the game on the ball and did well. Quick hands helped to move
the ball around the packs which gave us an advantage. Was courageous putting his body on
the line to help us keep possession.

Oscar - ‘Ozzie’ was courageous as ever, throwing himself around the ball, winning plenty of the
footy himself and setting up his team mates. Added another goal to his seasons tally, Ozzie has
really lifted this year.

Dan - Played mostly in defence. Positioned himself well on the last line of defence a number of
times, chased hard and laid plenty of tackles.
Adam - First game back from a lengthy hand injury. Was up forward for much of the game,
played on the wing in a tagging role for the last quarter. I don’t remember his opponent
touching the ball, or getting near it, so job well done Adam.

Connor - Was thrown forward late in the game after patrolling the wings for much of the game
and had an influence, his 2nd efforts and pressure around the ball were crucial to locking the
footy in our 40m which helped create Adamo’s second goal.

Raph - played in the back line in the 1st half and provided plenty of dash. Was thrown into the
ruck in the 2nd half and got on top of a taller ruck man with his athleticism. Set the tone in the
final quarter with his work in the centre.

Shezza - The modern day Billy Duckworth, forward or back he does the job. Had a tough 1st
half in the back line when we were under siege, but he stood up well. Fought hard in the 2nd
half when thrown forward.

Max - Played in the ruck in the first half and did really well against a much taller opponent,
competing hard and winning a lot of contests. We played him back and forward in the 3rd and
4th quarters and played really well, especially in defence.

Kye - ‘Killer’ Captain for the day in his 50th and played a great game. Had the half back flank
to himself, generated lots of rebound play from his intercepts and hard tackling. ‘Killer’ is
proving a tough nut to crack for opposition Coaches.

Ollie - Played a great game, we had him forward and back. Really settled in to the back line
to help set up play for us. Strong hands and put his body on the line to win the ball, skilful and
courageous.

Josh - ‘The Fridge’ played a great game, probably best one for the season. Started forward
and was a real link up player for us which is what we asked him to do. Then thrown back in the
2nd half, got his own footy and helped lead the way in a physical last quarter.

Bara - Played on the ball for much of the game and did a great job. Helped us move the ball
in transition and his leadership on field is making an impact. Uses his evasive skills to great
effect.

Your Local
Volkswagen Dealer

Brady - ‘Junk Yard Dog’ had a blinder of a 2nd half. We pushed JYD up on the wing and he
made a big impact across the middle of the ground and in our forward line. Helped keep the
ball in our fwd 40 in the last quarter and was strong over the footy in defence. Best game for
the season for sure.
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with Demps feeding the on ballers well from the ruck. Humey was great on the wing running
and tackling all day and is doing a great job there as the year progresses. Oakesey (Mr
Reliable) down back did what he does best and controlled the back line, Fraser was putting
his body on the line on the wing equally supported by Tobias, who in one passage blocked the
opposition twice so we could keep possession (effort!!). Zac and Morks were busy in the packs
all day creating that space that allows their team mates to gather the ball and this saw us head
into halftime 20 points up.

UNDER 14 RED: Coached by: Nathan Tovey
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To start the 3rd qtr off we got the boys out of the ‘sheds’ early to warm up so we could continue
the good work from the first half as we expected Preston to come fired up being on a few goals
down. To the boys credit they did fire up well, kicking another 5 goals in the 3rd giving us a
handy lead, 41 points, heading into the last. Tige Ridley doesn’t stop talking to the boys on
the field and this saw him snag a couple of those 3rd qtr goals. Matty Parrott snagged a couple
from the pocket being front and centre, Sonders took a great run from the backline with a few
bounces. Joel as usual controlled how we came out of the backline playing that sweeping role
and Charlie VB playing a slightly different role this week competed well along halfback all day.
The last qtr we asked the boys to finish off all of their hard work and drop off. This saw Josh
Baldori take the game on, have a couple of bounces running into the forward line unfortunately
only to miss the goal, although the ‘effort’ we asked for was there. With 8 goal kickers the effort
was certainly well shared.
In the end it was a great win and a great way for the boys to celebrate one of their team mates
100th game – well done Sonders.

Hume

Bradley

Ridley

Tige

Kilkenny

Tobias

Smith

Zac

King

Fraser

Sonderhof

William

Best – Sonders, Demps, Dave, Tom, Tobias, Foxy, JT

Lee

Sebastian

Tovey

Joshua

Goals – Broadbent 3, Foxwell 1, Kilkenny 1, Parrot 2, Rees 1, Pollock 1, Ridley 2,
Sonders 1

Park Orchards 12.7.79 def Preston 6.11.47
This weeks game we played Preston at home, Domoney.
Week by week we are challenging our boys to continually improve in areas building on our
teams foundations. Todays challenge was ‘effort’.
We have some team rules and one is to look after your team mate. This is done in many ways,
shepherding & blocking the opposition, disposing of the ball effectively allowing your team mate
a clean gather and many more. Todays challenge of effort was to see the boys follow up with
second efforts around the ground. To put in that special ‘effort’ to win the contest.
This started in the first qtr when JT took a mark in the backline, kicked it to Dave Broadbent
who marked on the run along the half forward line and then saw him kick it to Oscar Pollock,
laces out in front of goal (who subsequently went on to kick the goal!!). It was a great effort and
one that set the tone for the day. The first qtr was brilliant with 5 goals kicked - we were off to a
great start.
It was a great team effort and probably our best game so far this year with everyone putting in
that extra effort.
In the second Qtr we through Seb Lee into the middle after copping a knock in the first qtr and
his first position was a handball to clear the ball from the centre. Tommy Rees who played on
the ball and the flanks did well all day putting his body on the line. Ace controlled the centre
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UNDER 14 BLACK: Coached by: Rob Clark
Jumper

Surname

Name

Breen

Jumper

Surname

Name

Boaz (Bo)

Osborne

Beau

Box

Sam

Prunty

Harrison

Clark

Mitchell

Ramage

Lucas

D'Alberto

James

Sette

Ben

Evangelista

Remi

Smith

Daniel

Jones

Rhys

Vermeulen Brown

Charles

Keane

Blake

Waddy

Ben

Leaumont

Jacob

Warne

Liam

Lynch

Oscar

White

Daniel

Maynes

Brodie

Paciocco

Robbie

The forwards were starved of a lot of opportunities but continued to press up the ground. Mitch
never gives in demonstrated by great smother in the final quarter. Dan W used his size on a
number of occasions and is beginning to move well. Bo B & Oscar are showing more signs
with leads & scrapping for the ball. James is clever & marshalls the troops around him.
In the back line, Ben S continues his great form & is also very cool under pressure. Beau O is
also very composed in defence his highlight is his ability to look for the switch play & execute it.
Brodie had the dubious task of full back which was a difficult assignment with the ball coming in
that often but he tried & won a number of contests throughout the day. Jacob is our rock. His
efforts this week need to be applauded. He “out Ranced Rance” with upwards of 15 intercept
possessions half of those coming from intercept marks. He was simply outstanding again this
week.
Overall, the scoreboard was ugly, but we showed grit, determination & resilliance throughout to
maintain our composure & push right through to the end of the game.
Grading comes to an end, we have played 3 of the top 4 sides & the bottom team (for our only
win) so a tough run. Hopefully we can get to a more competitive position over the next couple
of weeks. Boys, keep fighting, keep training hard, keep your chin’s up. ‘
GO SHARKS!!!!
Goal Kickers: Sam
Best players: Jacob, Harry, Ben S, Ben W, Dan S

Park Orchards 1.2.8 def by Bulleen Templestowe 22.10.142
It is not easy going down by 20 goals in a footy match. It is easy to lament & drop your heads
when clearly there is a gulf in the talent & ability between 2 teams. And while our boys did
have to endure the scoreboard differential, they certainly didn’t drop their heads & fought right
to the end of the game. The scoreboard in the end was somewhat irrelevant to the day, so
it’s not going to be mentioned again. Instead, the positives from the team & individuals will be
highlighted.
Captain this week was Ben W who got the nod after an exceptional pre-season. Ben has
improved out of sight & this showed in the first quarter with clearances & body work we haven’t
seen in past season. Reward for all the hard work done.

Do you have your
membership?
5% of every purchase you make in-store is donated back to us!!
Next time you are in store, sign up or check that your membership is linked to,
Park Orchards North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club

Get behind your club with REBEL!!

Those boys who played through the mid-field. Harry again dominated with so much hardness
but is using the ball so well. Sam has amazing natural flair for footy & kicked our only goal after
(another) nice mark. We look forward to Sam making further progress over the coming weeks.
Remi is a bull & gives his all every contest. Rhys is playing good footy & is strong over the
footy. Lucas & Liam on the wing might only be slight, but they provide plenty of run & pressure
on the ball carrier. Blake is ever reliable & wins more taps than he loses. Dan S has now
become our second ruckman & although totally under sized doesn’t lack competitive spirit.
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QTR 3
We continued to move boys around in different positions after half time with Ghostie giving
us run off his wing while Lochie looked very comfortable playing across half back. Ben as he
always does pushed forward and snagged a nice goal as well.
QTR 4

UNDER 15 RED: Coached by: Glen Mason
Jumper

Surname

Name

Appleby

Jumper

Surname

Name

Rhonan

McLeod

Zachary

D'souza

Shannon

Morgan

Jeshua

Dickenson

Ryan

Postma

Lachlan

Dickson

Kane

Smeed

Ryan

Dimauro

Angelo

Taylor

Noah

Duffy

Ben

Trembath

Cooper

Knight

Brodie

Trembath

Jake

Li

Kevin

Tymms

Isaac

Macrokanis

Alexander

Watts

Liam

Mason

James

Our last quarter we continued to move boys around with Ange always playing down back was
thrown to full forward where he kicked his first goal for the season, Rhonan worked hard up
forward to great leads and hitting targets in space while Kevin played his role down back. The
boys first month has been real positive and have improved playing to our structure and bringing
their team mates into the game making us that hard side to beat! Well done boys, great effort
again.
Continue to play our way!
We brought the Mums into the circle after the game and sung the song; not sure who enjoyed it
more, the Mums or the boys?
Goal Kickers: Jake Trembath and Noah Taylor 4, Kane Dickson and Zac MacLeod 2,
Ange Dimauro, Ryan Dickenson, Ben Duffy and Alex Macrokanis 1.

Park Orchards 16.11.107 def Beverley Hills 10.3.63
Congratulations to James Mason on 100 games!
QTR 1
The boys played away this week on Mothers Day all looking like a team as they arrived in their
Pre Game warm up tops! We spoke about it before the game to ensure we put on a good show
for the Mums. We encouraged our forwards to concentrate on holding the ball in our forward
line and ensure we keep making space for each other. We started with Zac, Noah, Jake, Dicko
and Jesh up forward and they did just that in leading up the ground creating space for each to
convert and when we lost the footy they worked hard to hold it in.
QTR 2
The boys after some wayward kicking started to find the big sticks with Maca taking a couple
of strong contested marks up forward while Cooper, Tymmsy in a new role in the centre and
Liam running with one of their prime movers worked hard in the middle to give our forwards first
use. James had a strong quarter in the ruck giving us a real option around the ground while
Shannon having a run on the ball continues to provide the team with flexibility.
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5

$

MEAL

voucher

Dine in our Bistro and
purchase
One Meal & receive the 2nd
Meal for only $5
Second meal of equal or lesser value
from the bistro’s main menu.

FREE
drink

It’s our shout!
Present this voucher to
receive a drink on us
Valid for a pot of Carlton Draught, Victoria Bitter,
or Cascade Premium Light, Glass of House Wine.
Glass of Soft Drink or Lemon, Lime and Bitters.

00%

1 ofits
of Pr the
Back tounity
Comm

Join us at
Melbourne’s Premier Club
Our facilities include a contemporary bistro, members
lounge, function and meeting rooms, TAB and coffee
shop. With a wide range of entertainment, welcoming
atmosphere, great products and friendly service, we look
forward to seeing you at the Club soon.

Open 7 days a week

Sunday - Wednesday 9am - 1am
Thursday | Friday | Saturday 9am - 3am
Offer Valid: Friday 16th March to Thursday 18th April 2019
Terms and Conditions: Booking required to redeem offer.
Offer valid to customers aged 18 years and over.
Single use only, original offer accepted only. Cannot be used in
conjunction with any other promotion or offer.
Valid Lunch and Dinner. Not Valid on Public Holidays.
Valid only at Club Ringwood
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At half time we reminded the boys that they needed to kick wide and into space and then look
back inside for runners through the middle and the third quarter was some of our best football
for the year. We dominated the quarter however only managed one goal to Will Fasan, with 5
behinds that could easily been a few more goals. A great effort from our defence, with Brock
spoiling everything, resulted in Fitzroy scoring only 3 behinds for the quarter.
In the last quarter we started well for the first 5-10 minutes and then our intensity and effort fell
away and Fitzroy finished with 5 goals to run away easy winners. We used the last half of the
quarter to rotate players through different positions with a view to next week’s match.

COLTS BLACK: Coached by: Nick Kouteris
Jumper

Surname

Name

Cormack

Jumper

Surname

Name

Luke

Pellinger-Riley

Brock

If we could bottle up the third quarter and bring that effort and style of play every week we’d win
many more games than not, with the challenge for the boys being to stay focused and deliver a
consistent performance.

Draffin

Tobey

Blaser

Joseph

With grading now finished we need as many boys as possible coming to training so that we
continue to work on our game plan and structures to ensure that we remain competitive in what
will be a highly competitive division.

Harrisson

Ben

Kelly

Lochlan

Goalkickers: Will Fasan

Jury

Lachlan

Fasan

William

Kouteris

Charlie

Hardacre

Liam

Best players: Brock Pellinger-Riley, Joseph Blaser, Luke Cormack, Adam Markic-Smith,
Will Fasan

McMahon

Bailey

Di Simone

Sebastian

Phillips

Edward

Parrott

Lachlan

Scott

Brayden

Mcintyre-Wilson

Billy

Skien

Cayden

Markic-Smith

Adam

Choveaux

Timothy

Appleby

Mason

Haas

Jordan

Halls

Oscar

Reuben

Saxone

Hood

Aden

Park orchards 1.9.15 defeated by 12.11.83
We were confident heading into round 4, even though we were facing Fitzroy who were
undefeated. Will Fasan was celebrating 100 games with the Sharks and led the boys as
captain for the day.
In good conditions for football, we started the game slowly with Fitzroy winning the ball out of
the centre and also running forward from their defence and creating multiple scoring options.
Our forwards weren’t applying the same level of pressure as the previous week although our
defence was holding up well. By the end of the quarter we managed a single point to Fitzroy’s 3
goals and one behind.
We were marginally better in the second quarter although continued to turn the ball over out
of defence as we lobbed the ball high back towards the edge of the square to Fitzroy players.
Fitzroy had many options up forward managing 4 more goals. We had a few attempts at goal
and thought we had scored a major when Jordy Haas kicked truly only for the field umpire to
rule that the ball had been touched on the mark, when clearly there was no touch.
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Will Fasan celebrating 100 Sharks games. Good to see you back Matty!!
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that to make things work. My special thanks to all the Dads that moved seamlessly into the late
positional requests.
And so to the footy.
The boys have worked hard at training over the last few weeks, both on strategy and fitness
and today we saw the results of this.

COLTS RED: Coached by: Glenn Archer
Jumper

Surname

Name

Hartnet

Jumper

Surname

Name

Jack

Archer

Jackson

Thorn

Thomas

Conlan

Jack

Wallis

Matthew

Cullen

Jack

Rossimel

Jack

Gill

Ben

Sonderhof

Thomas

Hartnett

Max

Foxwell

Owen

Hickey

Declan

Faulkner

Matthew

Leonard

Jake

Brown

Jesse

Newton

William

Ameer

Henry

Ryan

Zach

Smith

Nicholas

Spiteri

McLaren

Linkin

Samuel

Park Orchards 19.16 130 to Beverley Hills 4.1.25
A game rostered against Beverley Hills Footy Club previously elicited consternation about how
we could keep with them. This was the football club of Paul Roos junior football and a club that
seemed to always be at the top of the game.

The first quarter saw a run of goals with Foxy getting 2 inside 5 minutes, then Thorny stepping
up for 2 and Wally and Buckets rounding out the charge for a score of 6.1 37 to Beverley Hills
2.0.12. The football was free flowing and the ball was delivered nicely into space as training
drills morphed into practical football.
The second quarter saw more of the same, except accuracy was the problem and at half time
the scores were Park Orchards 9.7 61 to Beverley Hills 3.0 18. The second quarter saw Thorny
add another one, Sam Linkin notched a major and Max Hartnett popped up on the board. Not a
bad effort by the half back flanker!
The third quarter saw The Orch extend the pressure on the Hills team. Goals to Wally, Thorny,
Foxy and Brownie saw the Hills players start to struggle against our quick forward movement.
I don’t like to feature individual players but I am really loving the new maturity shown by Jake
Leonard in the last 2 weeks and he capped that off today by being involved in a single play that
he started at full back and ended when he ultimately delivered the ball into the forward line for
a major.
At ¾ time the coaches asked for another effort to finish the game off in style and the boys
responded. Double majors to Wally and Buckets in the last along with another to Foxy and
Humph following through on a beautiful individual play to slot a goal from the flank saw The
Orch finish on 19.16 130 to Beverley Hills 4.1.25
Great efforts to all the lads. Midfield was excellent all day with Grem being a powerhouse
ruckman. Tremendous efforts to all goalkickers especially Foxy (4) Thorny (4) Wally (4) and
Buckets (3). And well done to my unsung heroes in the backline!
I think that brings us to the end of the grading period so we will await the changes to the ladder
that will ensue. A special thank you to ALL the parents who assisted in post match cleanup.
Please make sure you attend to Team App this week for the details of the next game.
Well done fellas. GO THE ORCH!!!!!

Recently however they have come back to earth and our boys were keen to approach the
game.
So it was that we rolled out on Mothers Day at 3pm having attended to our Mums for the
morning of this special day. Bless you Tess, I miss you every day.
Our initial plans were rocked when we found out that the powers that be at the Northern Jets
had insisted that Jack Rossimel sit out the game, a situation that was problematic both for
Jack, Dean and the coaches at the Sharks. Never the less that is the discipline required.
On the plus side we got to welcome Lachie Crane into the team along with his Dad Michael.
Lachie has just transferred into the Sharks so make him welcome and get around the family
also. Boys, you will have to make sure he is included into Groupchat.
The Coaches Bench took on some last minute rotations also as Touty was indisposed for the
first quarter and Wally stepped into the Dark Blue Vest as the TM juggled all the roles below
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GIRLS UNDER 12: Coached by: Jason Dove
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Grace

King

Allie

Phelan

Charli

McInerney

Scarlett

Keaney

Gemma

Peterson

Charlotte

Dempsey

Tia

Pollock

Sienna

Keaney

Charlotte

Saunders

Ella

Bettiol

Grace

Scott

Jaide

Bosna

Mia

Spencer-Jones

Mia

Cannon

Amber

Spencer-Jones

Bonnie

Dawson

Grace

Tovey

Indianna

Doolan

Charlise

Clowes

Ava

Dove

Zara

Smith

Sienna

Harvie

Willow

Sharks 0.0.0 Def by Glen Iris H 1.1.7
After 2 weeks on the road we headed home to take on a tough opponent in Glen Iris H on
Mother’s Day. This was the first time we were to play at Stintons. The conditions were perfect
for football with only a slight breeze, no rain, it wasn’t too cold and the oval was in great
condition. We knew going in that Glen Iris presented us with a big challenge as they sat
second on the ladder with some good wins under their belt.
Our players were given instructions in the rooms prior to the game, our captains in Sienna P
& Bonnie SJ gave their team some words of advice then led us out onto the ground. We won
the toss kicking with the slight breeze, did our warm ups and were all set. Our team was again
missing Bianca and Mia B with injury and we were also without Sienna S.

a good contributor. Both Scarlett and Mia continue to lead by example with their attack on the
ball and player, winning awards after the game. Bonnie was all over the ground as we asked of
her, and played a great captains game.
We played with two wings in this game also. Both Jaide and Ava played off a wing with free
rein to run up and down the sides of the ground helping out at both ends and through the
midfield. Jaide suffered a foot injury which was unfortunate but both girls impacted the play.
Our backs again were put under a lot of pressure but stood up well in defence. They combined
well out of the backline, their attack on the ball was good and we have a number of players who
look as though they are reading the ball well now, knowing where to position themselves and
when. Speaking of which, Indi Tovey was a standout for mine. Indi knows exactly where to be,
she takes strong marks, can win her own ball and uses long kicks to propel us forward. Indi
went on to win the opposition medal in a great display! As mentioned the rest of our backline
were very important. The likes of Willow (who also came off with a hand injury), Charlotte P,
Grace B, Amber and Ella Saunders did an exceptional job before moving to other parts of the
ground. Our forwards consisting of Grace D, Zara, Charlise, Charlotte K, Tia Dempsey and Allie
King also worked hard when given an opportunity. They were pushed up the ground at times
to combat the Glen Iris flooding tactics. It was pleasing to see how far some of these players
have come. I loved watching Grace D burst through packs after winning a hard ball. Both
Charlise, Zara, Charlotte K and Tia were jumping for marks, using the space to present options
and were willing themselves to the contest. Allie was again dominant making it a weekly
occurrence.
Playing on such a large ground made scoring difficult, the ball always had about 28 players
within 15m of it, which probably favoured us in a way. Glen Iris scored early and that proved
the difference in the end. I cannot help but feel the result did not reflect our effort. They were
a good team that we matched for the majority of the day. There did not seem to be any reward
for all our effort. The coaching team and parents were all delighted to see how well everyone
worked together to almost get the job done. Our team work is improving and a win is just
around the corner, as we move out of grading games and into the season proper. Well played
all.
Go SHARKS!

Our main focus at the start of the game was to not let them get a score on the board early. The
message was ‘you can’t win a game in the first 10 minutes but you can certainly lose it’. To
the players credit they got straight into it from the first bounce. Our four players starting in the
middle consisting of Sienna P, Scarlett, Bonnie and Mia SJ did their best to be first to ball and
contested well. Mia lead the way in the ruck whilst Sienna, Bonnie and Scarlett worked hard all
day. Sienna copped a big knock which rattled her but she worked her way back into it and was

Captains: Bonnie Spencer Jones & Sienna Pollock
Opposition Medal: Indi Tovey
McDonalds Awards: Mia SJ & Scarlett McInerney
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Best Players: Indi Tovey, Mia SJ, Scarlett McInerney, Allie King, Grace Bettiol,
Zara Dove, Charlise Doolan, Bonnie SJ.
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LOOKING
FOR SECOND
SPONSOR

GIRLS UNDER 13: Coached by: Tim Rule
Jumper

Surname

Name

Bastide

Jumper

Surname

Name

Haylee

Moran

Madeline

Brimelow

Charlotte

Peters

Jayde

Coad

Eden

Rule

Lacey

Green

Charlotte

Rule

Tegan

Knight

Demi

Servinis

Mia

Lomen

Alicia

Smith

Amy

Mcleod

Amber

Stone

Bethany

Mercer

Lily

Duffy

Amy

Miriklis

Zoe

Guerrero

Rafaela

Sharks 0.3.3 defeated by White horse colts 5.5.35
As the score reflects the girls from Whitehorse really gave us a footy lesson today, showing us
what fast flowing footy looks like ! I could spend a great deal of time in admiration of their game
but have to say having been stung early it was equally fulfilling to watch us claw back & make
them earn every kick.
We are really lucky in that our less experienced players continue to show improvement and
Amy Duffy in her third game had numerous goal saving tackles when 1 on 3 streaming forward
she locked up the girl with the ball creating a stoppage! The rest of our back line deserve a lot
credit with the game being played there for the majority , they repelled again & again under
a lot of pressure. The best of these were our Captain for the day Lacey Rule with Charlotte
Brimelow who battled hard all game !
Having been under the pump for most of the game and finding goals extremely difficult to come
by we were only 3 goals down going into the last quarter but being unable to convert our early
forward thrusts,let a couple get through for them and the end result was a five goal deficit !
Best players: Beth Stone, Mia Servinis, Zoe Miriklis, Lacey Rule & Maddie Moran .
McDonald’s encouragement awards: Maddie & Lacey !
A big thanks to Ruth for organizing the loot bags for all our teams Mothers & a happy Mother’s
Day to all !
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Qtr 4:

SPONSOR
OPPORTUNITY FOR
THIS TEAM

DentalArt

With no bench the Sharks were tiring, the Tigers had five on the bench would they be able to
overrun the Sharks. It did not take long to put these fears to rest. With Charli kicking an early
goal and Remy getting another major to seal the deal. A great win girls well done!
Goal Kickers: Holly, Charli and Remy

GIRLS UNDER 14: Coached by: Mike Newton
Jumper

Surname

Name

Allan

Jumper

Surname

Name

Madison

Newton

Charlotte

Archer

Remy

Parry

Tess

Cameron

Lily

Pote

Starly

Dryden

Alkira

Savage

Ashleigh

Goodman

Madison

Shamloo

Michaela

Hansen

Holly

Cooper

Jade

Innifer

Madison

Bett

Ellisha

Holt Oaks

Amy

Bett

Sienna

Leonard

Ava

Brown

Priya

Park Orchards 3.14.32 def Richmond Tigers 0.1.1
Qtr 1:
The Sharks hosted the Richmond Tigers at Stintons. After a winless start to the season the girls
were fired up, hungry for their first win. We welcomed three of the Under 13 girls, a big thank
you to Jade, Zoe and Lilly for playing up. It did not take the Sharks long to get a goal on the
board after Holly won a free kick in front of goal. The Sharks were on fire locking the ball in their
forward half, going into the first break with an 8 to 0 lead.
Qtr 2:

U14 girls celebrating their first win for the season

The second quarter continued much like the first. The Sharks were dominating procession and
working well together as a team. Kicking at goal had been problematic all season and the trend
continued, with the girls doing everything besides getting it through the big sticks. The three
scoring shots for the quarter all resulted in behinds.

Your Local
Volkswagen Dealer

Qtr 3:
Despite the Sharks dominance they were unable to put away the Tigers on the scoreboard
and the game was still not sealed. The girls continued to play at a high level, putting into place
many of the things that we had been working on at training. Another three behinds put us up
by 13 points.
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Ringwood Volkswagen Proudly supporting the Park Orchards
North Ringwood Parish Junior Football Club
Contact:
Jason Ehlert
General Manager
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highlights in this quarter with some standouts being; Petra’s blazing attack and long kicking
from the backline to our midfield. Mia’s hard running, silky-skills and passing to Jade who
marked and goaled. Tilly’s run and pass through the middle corridor to Kristen who although
dropped the contested mark, persisted taking on 2 players to win and pass ball to Jazzie, which
was quickly passed to Lauren and unselfishly passed onto Jorja for a goal- this was some of
the best footy you could watch. Laurens outstanding attack from Full forward was rewarded
with 3 outstanding goals to put the Sharks up (59) to St Mary’s (19). Deservedly, our girls were
as vocal as ever, running off the ground together to end the 2nd Quarter.

GIRLS UNDER 16 RED: Coached by: Tim Livingstone
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

2

Kristen Bertoldi

14

Jade Hutchinson

18

Courtney Murray

16

Natalie Broadbent

4

Jorja Livingstone

20

Chelsea Dunoon

5

Chloe Lee

22

Lauren Knowles

6

Alannah Boell

23

Jasmine Taylor

9

Mia McAuliffe

17

Taliah Cameron

10

Matilda Rae

32

Petra Edwards

11

Sophie Harvie

12

Flynn Peters

Park Orchards 12.13.85 def St Marys 4.2.26
On a beautiful Mothers Day at Stintons, the Reds faced off against their arch rival St Marys on
what would turn out to be a fantastic day of football.
The Reds welcomed Dakota Hoen who was warmly welcomed by all her teammates and
with Tim away in WA, Dave and Wayne stepped up to the challenge playing with the added
advantage (yet normal circumstances) of 16 players on the field!
As usual, an experienced St Marys opened with tenacity, long kicking and huge energy from
the 1st bounce – game on Sharks! Our Reds responded accordingly demonstrating their class,
resilience and toughness. Amazingly we kicked our 1st goal in the first 30 seconds thanks
to some extremely quick movement and precision passing to Lana in front of goal. Jorja set
the tempo with outstanding run-carry, demanding ball from the backline running through the
wing. Tahlia protected her teammates clearing space with awesome shepherding and Nat.B
continued to drive her legs, weaving and side-stepping her opposition. Outstanding teamwork,
run and carry and precision passing from Tilly, Chloe, Petra, Mia and Sophie were highlights of
the 1st Quarter. Mia, Petra and Nat.B kicked the remaining goals for the 1st Quarter, resulting
in the Sharks leading (26) to St Marys (18).
Not showing our hand, the coaches rotated all players to new positions for the 2nd quarter.
Lana put her hand up for the Ruck position and raised her game to new heights tapping the
ball to Sophie who was instrumental in some beautiful passages of play. There were many
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In the changerooms, Coach David brought the Sharks back to Ground Zero, assuring them
that St Marys would come back fighting and to remain focused. The 3rd Quarter continued with
the Sharks dominating from the middle. Jazzie’s bodywork and clean handballs to Mia and
Tahlia who drove the ball into our forward line was brilliant. Dakota really worked well proving
her selection with some unrelenting stoppages and clearances to her new teammates. The
teamwork, running the lanes and switching play was text book all highlighted by some very
vocal Sharks. Another goal to Lana, Lauren and Tilly saw the Sharks end the 3rd Quarter (80)
to St Mary’s (19)- Yes folks, we held them scoreless!

The 4th Quarter was a tough slog, where St Mary’s gave it their all. Again, players were rotated
with a consistent effort from all. Chelsea and Flynn worked exceptionally well in the forward
line, winning the ball and setting up plays in a dogged last quarter. Unfortunately we ‘just’
missed at every opportunity for goal and when the final siren sounded we only managed 5
points.
The final score Sharks 12.13.85 defeated St Marys 4.2.26
Congratulations Reds for an exceptional game. Your football was clean, you stayed on your
feet, you played as a team and for each other. Importantly you put on a spectacle of fine
football for your Mums and the win ensured we remain on top of Div1.
Captain: Jorja Livingstone
Goals: Lauren 4, Lana 2, Mia 1, Petra 1, Nat.B 1, Jade 1, Jorja 1, Tilly 1
Best players: Lana, Lauren, Mia, Jorja, Petra, Nat.B, Kristen
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Quarter 2
The second quarter started and straight into attack with a quick snap to the front of goal a mark
by Grace to line up for her second and straight through the big sticks. Tremendous pressure
applied by all of our girls, with a mark by Sophie in the middle of the ground, a kick to the
forward line and Zoe D marks and lines up and kicks a goal. Every member of the team was
winning their position and playing with confidence and run and with this further goals were
scored by Grace and Tess. ½ Time 7-8-50 to 0-0-0
Quarter 3

GIRLS UNDER 16 Black: Coached by: Matt Turner
Jumper

Name

Jumper

Name

1

Victoria Turner

24

Tilly Hodgson

36

Sophie Hirst

37

Amelia Rees

7

Anna Marchionno

39

Charli Dempsey

34

Eve Parry

49

Grace Lloyd

13

Ella Garniss

35

Abbey Callaghan

38

Mikayla Aloi

21

Vasiliki Karamitos

27

Tess Budge

30

Zoe Servinis

19

Kylah Harrap

31

Natassja Shallvey
Sienna Kardaras

Park Orchards 13.9.87 def Warrandyte 1.1.7
We were away to Warrandyte at Warrandyte reserve today. It was an overcast afternoon with
a hint of sunshine early but ultimately provided very good playing conditions for the majority
of the game. The pre-game message from the coaching staff was to execute what had been
learnt at training. There was specific focus on asking the girls to ‘drive their legs’ to create run
and space and to replicate trained stoppage tactics in match conditions. The girls appeared
pumped and ready for action.

The third quarter starts the same way as the first half finished with more dominant play by the
sharks. Zoe S gets a great tap out in the ruck, ball is picked up by Zoe D with a pass made
to Tess which resulted in the scoreboard ticking over again and another goal scored by Tess
(Score 8.8.56 to 0.0.0). Again and again with some relentless attacking the ball gets picked
up by Tess lines up and kicks true with another goal. Our defence did what they had to do and
with a brilliant tackle by Abbey C a certain goal was stopped well-done Abbey. Grace L is a
goal kicking machine at this stage adding a further two goals to her tally for the game well done
Grace. Some brilliant tackles and marks in defence by Charli, Anna and Ella. The defence has
stood up to anything coming their way. ¾ siren has blown and yes, the opposition have not put
a mark on the scoreboard and our girls have added four goals. Sahana is controlling everything
coming her way. ¾ Time 11-8-74 to 0-0-0
Quarter 4
During the three quarter time break, the coaches praised the teams efforts and challenged
them to finish the game strongly. And that’s exactly what they did! Warrandyte finally scored
a goal against the run of play and early in the last quarter, scoreboard is 11-8-74 to 1-0-6.
Vas K gets her first goal from the front right hand pocket and the Sharks keep on ticking the
scoreboard over. One of the final plays results in Anna attacking the ball in the middle of the
ground picking the ball up looking up and kicking the ball to Tess in the forward line resulting in
the final goal kicked, well done team! Final 13-9-87 to 1-1-7
Captain: Sahana Pote
Goals: Grace-5, Tess B – 4, and Zoe D, Tilly, Vas & Eve-1 each
Best players: Charli, Sahanna, Zoe D, Vas, Grace, Zoe S, Ella, Tess

Quarter 1
The first quarter was all ours with relentless pressure applied to the opposition. From the get
go Zoe S was winning the tap outs in ruck and as the quarter was progressing all the girls were
contributing and you could sense our girls starting to break the oppositions resistance. The
girls started to control possession and time in forward half with some super passages of play
which resulted in the first goal coming from a goal kicked by Eve. Then after a great tackle by
Sophie H the ball was played in the front pocket with a mark and our second goal kicked by
Grace from a slight angle. Special mention to Charli in defence winning everything coming her
way, well done. Had Our girls kicked straighter the score would have been greater.
¼ Time 2-6-18 to 0-0-0
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These are available for $15 each from
Domeney canteen or via the merchandising
store on teamapp and website.
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MAJOR SPONSORS

50 year beanie and cap
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PARK ORCHARDS NORTH RINGWOOD PARISH

JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
ROUND 4 RESULTS

12 - 05 - 2019

MCG Windows

Concept Laser Co

Krueger Projects

JNJ Electrics

AKT Trophies

Warran Glen Garden

Aumman’s

Centre and Café

Sodastream

Opulent Homes

Elephant and Co

Spiteri Jaguar

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Healesville Toyota

Mitcham Eyecare

X Power

Screenhouse Effect

Bounce Healthgroup

Mark Leonard Plumbing

Ten Minute Tutor

Natskin Skin & Body Therapy

Auscut

Hallmark Hire Cars

Blue Dog Café

Pneutech Pty Ltd

Southern States Group

